A sandwich detector composed of scintillator and steel-covered lead layers was introduced in the fixed-target COMPASS experiment at CERN for vetoing events in the recorded data by a factor of 3.5 and a false-veto probability of 1%.
positive and negative hadron beams (π ± , K ± , p) from the CERN M2 beamline.
Forward going particles were detected in a two-stage magnetic spectrometer with tracking and calorimetry in both stages [1] .
The requested event types have in common that the target proton remains intact. It is emitted at large angles compared to the beam direction with momenta on the order of a few hundred MeV/c. This proton is detected by a recoil proton detector (RPD) which encloses the target with an angular range from 55
• to 125
• as seen from the centre and delivers a trigger signal on seeing a charged particle track [2] . Apart from the recoiling proton no other particle is expected in the target fragmentation region. Inelastic, non-diffractive processes and diffractive excitations of the target produce the dominant background, yielding additional particles in the target fragmentation region. Mostly these fall outside the opening angle of the COMPASS spectrometer which amounts to approx. ±10.3
• about the beam direction as seen from the upstream target edge. In order to enrich the recorded data with kinematically complete events of the required type, a veto trigger counter was needed that spans a large part of the angular range between the acceptances of the spectrometer and that of the RPD.
The sandwich detector (SW) covered in this report is a 2 m × 2 m detector with optically active wavelength shifting (WLS) fibre readout that detects photons and charged particles falling in a solid angle of 1.15 sr outside of the spectrometer's geometric acceptance (Fig. 1) . In principle the detector is a thin electromagnetic-calorimeter-type detector complying with the following demands: high rate capability, good time resolution, compact geometry, high efficiency for minimum ionizing particles and photons with energy above 100 MeV, low false-veto probability.
In coincidence with the RPD trigger, a beam defining trigger and a veto from a small counter for non-interacting beam particles, placed at 33 m downstream from the target, the SW veto contributes to the hadron physics trigger. At full use of the data recording capacity of 30 kHz, it is found that inclusion of the SW veto enriches the recorded sample with good candidate events by a factor of about 3.5. Apart from the event type described above, the SW veto is also useful in studies of exclusive events with excited recoil protons detected by the RPD or with nuclear recoils unnoticed by the RPD.
Detector Setup

Scintillators with WLS fibre readout
Light signals from scintillating material can be collected, converted and transported to photomultipliers by wavelength shifting fibres. This technique has been optimized by the Moscow-Protvino groups [3] [4] [5] [6] with regard to good efficiency, fast timing and radiation hardness. It allows for compact large-area calorimeter designs.
The scintillator material used here is a polystyrene (DOW Styron 637) with additives of pTP (2% weight fraction) as primary fluor and POPOP (0.02% weight fraction) as secondary fluor. The intensity of the scintillation light assumes its maximum at 420 nm, the refractive index is n = 1.59.
Tiles of an area 20 cm × 20 cm and thickness of 5 mm were manufactured at the the Institute of High-Energy Physics (Protvino) by means of molding In the final assembly the scintillator bars are wrapped with a single layer of white Tyvek paper R1025D (thickness 140 µm). This diffusive reflector is found to increase the light output by 25%.
Bundles of fibres from a single detector block (see below) are fed through a plexiglas cylinder. After fixation with epoxy glue, ends are cut and the front side is polished. It is attached to a XP2262B phototube. Initially XP2020 phototubes were employed, which have less gain but elsewise are suited as well. Both tubes are fast and provide quantum efficiencies of about 20%. The efficiency curves are rather flat, peaking at 420 nm [9] .
Cosmic ray tests were performed with trigger counters above and below scintillator tiles. Pulses from muons in a double layer, with most probable energy deposit of 1.9 MeV, produce signals of about 10 photoelectrons (Fig. 3 ).
Rise times and decay times (20%-80%) of 3 and 6 ns are found. Comparing signals from the far and near end, we find a light attenuation of 25% over the length of 80 cm. 
Sandwich Assembly
Monte Carlo Studies
The response of the detector to photons and charged particles was simulated with the Monte Carlo code Geant4 [10, 11] . 5 The energy deposit in the scintillator layers for perpendicularly impinging photons of various energies ( (285 MeV) because of the occurence of radiative processes: the ensuing photons and e + e − pairs are mostly produced and stopped in a lead layer depositing no energy in the scintillators.
The fraction of photons with energy deposit above ∆E gives the efficiency for discriminator threshold corresponding to ∆E (Fig. 7) . For threshold corresponding to one third of ∆E MIP = 7.5 MeV, the most probable energy deposit of minimum ionizing particles, the efficiency is above 90% for energies above 100 MeV and drops to 80% for 50 MeV photons. This threshold was chosen in COMPASS runs after a pulse height calibration with muons of high energy (next section), however, halving the threshold is feasible at the noise level observed in the experiment.
In order to suppress delayed energy deposits from secondary processes induced by very soft hadrons, the simulated energy deposits were integrated over a timespan of 10 ns. This timespan is adapted to the observed signal broadening coming from light collection and conversion in the scintillators and the WLS fibres (see below). Significant differences from the complete energy deposits occur only for hadrons of low energy.
For pions with kinetic energy above 50 MeV, efficiencies above 95% are obtained (Fig. 8) . The edge at 4 MeV of the distribution of energy deposits for 50 MeV pions is due to their stopping in the second lead/steel layer. The integration time of 10 ns is relevant for 50 MeV pions. For larger time spans the ∆E distribution develops a broad shoulder towards larger values (not shown).
In the case of stopped negative pions, this is mostly due to secondary neutrons scattering in the scintillator material after being produced in the Pb layers.
In the case of stopped positive pions, the broadening can be traced back to µ + (e +ν µ ν e ) decay. These effects are not important for the present vetoing at sufficiently low threshold but should be kept in mind when pile-up is a concern. Pions with energy at or above 100 MeV yield a peak above or at ∆E MIP (Fig. 8 Photomultiplier signals from cosmic muons traversing the final detector assembly have average rise times (20%-80%) of 3.3 ns, logarithmic decay times of 9 ns, and widths at half maximum of 12 ns (Fig. 3) . These values are larger by a factor of almost 3 than those obtained for single photons and they are also larger than the corresponding values for a single double layer. These differences are attributed to the statistical spread of light collection times. Hadron beam test runs with the SW excluded from the hardware trigger but recorded as flag demonstrate its proper operation. For events carrying the flag, the total momentum distribution of particles detected in the spectrometer is shifted towards lower momenta with respect to the incoming π − momentum of 191 GeV/c (Fig. 9 left) due to the momentum carried away into the sandwich veto detector. This is attributed to target fragmentation. Such kind of events are strongly suppressed in the distribution without veto flag where a peak characteristic of exclusive kinematics stands out (Fig. 9 right) . This group of events is attributed to the processes of interest here, namely peripheral production of mesons. For this example, events with three reconstructed tracks in the spec- trometer were selected, defining a total momentum vector. This vector and the momentum vector p i of the incoming pion define an (oriented) plane which can be compared with the (oriented) plane defined by p i and the momentum vector of the target-like recoil detected with the recoil detector. The "coplanarity angle" ∆φ between these planes shows a peak at zero, characteristic of exclusive kinematics, for events with no SW veto signal, whereas events with a SW veto signal have a broad ∆φ distribution (Fig. 10) . A peak in the latter distribution would indicate false vetoes. For these plots a total reconstructed momentum > 180 GeV/c was required, which largely suppresses events where momentum was carried away by neutrals not taken into account here.
Important figures of merit are the enrichment factor of useful data in the recorded events and the probability of false vetos. The former is defined as the factor by which the physics trigger rate increases if the sandwich is not included in the veto. At given data recording capability of about 30 kHz in the present case, the rate of physics data recording is increased by this factor due to the SW veto. Enrichment factors of 3.3 to 3.8 were obtained in the hadron runs. Typical beam rates were 2 · 10 8 particles per spill with spill length and repetitions rate of 16.8 and 21 s, respectively, and SW rate of about 1 MHz. The probability for wrong vetoes was extracted from SW coincidences with noninteracting beam particles and also from the ∆φ distributions as in Fig. 10 . A probability of 1% was found for faulty SW vetoes, which agrees with estimates from the simulation of delta electron production. it increased the fraction of useful data with complete kinematics by a factor of 3.5 as compared to data recording with inactive sandwich veto. Since this factor was obtained at full use of the data recording capacity of 30 kHz, it translates directly into a gain in statistics for the diffractive and central production processes under study.
Summary
